We examine the composition of the ∼ 0.1-1 MeV/n interplanetary heavy ions from H to Fe in corotating interaction regions (CIRs) measured by the SIT (Suprathermal Ion Telescope) instrument. We use observations taken on board the two STEREO spacecraft during the unusually long minimum of Solar Cycle 23 from January 2007 through December 2010. During this period instruments on STEREO observed more than 50 CIR events making it possible to investigate CIR ion abundances during solar minimum conditions with unprecedentedly high statistics. The observations reveal annual variations of relative ion abundances in the CIRs during the 2007-2008 period. In 2010 the elemental composition in CIRs were influenced by solar energetic particle events.
Introduction
Energetic ions accelerated in corotating interaction regions (CIRs) have elemental abundances very close to the fast solar wind composition, except for the overabundance of 4 He, Ne and C [1] . The overabundance of 3 He has been recently reported by Mason et al. [2] , suggesting that the remnant impulsive flare ions are accelerated in CIRs. The singly ionized interstellar He, Ne and inner source C pickup ions provide another population which is accelerated in CIRs [3, 4] . Although many compositional features of the suprathermal heavy ions in CIRs are known the relative contribution from different sources is not well understood. In this paper we report the elemental abundances of the suprathermal H, He, O, NeS and Fe in CIRs and discuss event-to-event variations of the abundance ratios over the long solar minimum period between January 2007 and December 2010.
Observations
The measurements presented here were made with the Suprathermal Ion Telescope (SIT) instruments [5] onboard the STEREO-A and -B spacecraft. The SIT instrument is a time-of-flight mass spectrometer which measures ions from H to Fe in the energy range from 20 keV/n to several MeV/n. Figure 1 provides an overview of the data over the period from January 2007 to December 2010. During the investigated period the monthly mean sunspot number taken from the NOAA never exceed number 15, indicating a low solar activity level. Panel (A) shows suprathermal 1-hr averaged He ion intensity #/(cm 2 s sr MeV/n) for 189, 384, and 787 keV/n measured by SIT-A. Panels (B -E) show eventintegrated abundance ratios He/H, He/O, NeS/O and Fe/O. Shown are abundances where 1-hr averaged 189 keV/n He ion intensities exceed 5 particles/(cm 2 s sr MeV/n). We use SIT pulse height analysis data to determine the abundance ratios. The horizontal dashed lines present average abundances for CIR [2, 6 ], large solar energetic particle (LSEP) [7, 8] , impulsive SEP [9] and interplanetary shock (IP) [10] events listed in Table 1 . The filled circles in Figure 1 indicate CIR events. We identify CIR events using the list of the CIRs compiled by the STEREO magnetometer team at the University of California Los Angeles. The CIR events in the period January 2007-September 2009 were examined in [11] . The events marked by crosses show sharp rise in the intensity of the relativistic electrons. The list of the STEREO electron events has been compiled by the SEPT instrument team at Universität Kiel. Taken together with the elemental abundances the intensity increases marked by crosses are likely related to SEP events. [13] . This suggests that the enhanced He/H and He/O ratios at high energies might result in an enhanced production rate of pick-up He + seed population entering to the CIR acceleration. The pattern observed by SIT-A remained until January-February 2008, exceeding the period of the pick-up ions enhancement observed in [13] . Kallenbach et al. [14] discussed that suprathermal He + /He 2+ abundance ratio reflects the annual variations of the He + pick-up ions. In contrast, Möbius et al. [3] and Kucharek et al. [15] have not found signatures of the gravitational focusing cone in the observations of the He + /He 2+ ratio in the energetic population. The authors discussed that injection and acceleration conditions masked He + pick-up ion variations. Note the observations reported in [3, 15] were acquired over the period relatively close to the sunspot maximum of the solar cycle 23. The observations reported in this survey were performed during prolonged solar minimum period under very simple solar wind conditions dominated by stably recurring CIRs [11] . This probably led to the much more uniform injection and acceleration conditions in the CIRs making it possible to see the sign of the focusing cone. Drews et al. [13] noted that O + pick-up ions were distributed evenly in time and do not show any enhancement during focusing cone traversal. Therefore the variations of the Fe/O observed by the SIT are likely due to other causes and need further investigations. We note that the negative correlation between the He/O and Fe/O ratios, apparent from our observations, has been previously reported in [2] with no definitive conclusion. The authors suggested temporal or solar cycle effects. We observed a number of CIR events in 2010 with decreased He/H and He/O abundance ratios to the SEP composition while the NeS/O and Fe/O ratios remained close to the corotating abundances. It is interesting that changes in the CIR composition appeared in the period of the enhanced SEP activity. These observations are consistent with previous suggestions that CIRs reaccelerate particles from earlier SEP events [16] . The intensity of the heavier ions in the SEP seed population was probably too low to change the NeS/O and Fe/O abundances in the reported CIR events.
